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Train2Validate is the acronym of the Erasmus+ project  

“Professional training for easy-to-read facilitators and validators”.  

 

Easy-to-read is a methodology to write texts for people with reading difficulties. 

To create these texts, there are several profiles: 

> Writers create the text applying writing and design guidelines. 

> Validators check that these texts are comprehensible. 

> Facilitators help validators in their job. 

 

This project aims to create the professional profile  

of easy-to-read validator and facilitator  

and it is divided in six parts: 

> A research about current training for easy-to-read validators and facilitators. 

> The skills cards for validators and facilitators.  

Skills cards detail what a person need  

to achieve in training to become a professional. 

> The curricula for validators and facilitators,  

that explain the courses to learn. 

> The learning materials with guidelines for trainers. 

> The validation of the learning materials and tests for trainees,  

to check that they are understandable and suitable. 

> The possible ways to create a certificate for validators and facilitators. 

 

We are going to celebrate an event to present the skills cards  

for easy-to-read facilitators and validators. 

This event will take place in Madrid on Wednesday, October, 27th. 

It will last from 9.30 to 17.00. 

In the next pages, you can read the full programme.  

We explain: 

> At what time each person talks. 

> The title of the talk or the panel. 

> The name of the participants. 

> A summary of what they are going to talk. 



 
09.00 - 9.30 
 

Welcome and registration 
 

9.30 - 9.45 Opening addresses  
 
Tatiana Alemán, Managing Director, Ceapat 
Javier Luengo, General Manager, Plena Inclusión Madrid 
 

9.45 - 11.30 FIRST PART: Steps for new professions: validators and facilitators 
 

9.45 - 10.00 What is TRAIN2VALIDATE? Rules for the event  
Óscar García Muñoz, Plena Inclusión Madrid, Spain  
 
What is it about?  
Óscar will explain what is the TRAIN2VALIDATE project and the rules to 
participate in the event 
 

10.00 - 10.45 TALK: Skills cards for easy-to-read facilitators and validators: the 
proposal from TRAIN2VALIDATE 
Patricia Hortal Rubio, Plena Inclusión Madrid, Spain 
 
What is it about? 
Patricia will explain what are skills cards and what skills need facilitators and 
validators 
 

10.45 - 11.30 PANEL: The real experience and work of facilitators and validators: 
talking to them 

• María José Sánchez, E2R facilitator in AM Pinto, Spain 
• Fernando Plaza, E2R validator in AM Pinto, Spain 
• Beatriz Pindado, E2R facilitator in Adisli, Spain 
• Laura Díaz, E2R validator in Adisli, Spain 

Chairperson: Elena González Sabín, Plena Inclusión Madrid, Spain 
 
What is it about? 
The participants will talk about their daily job, their tasks, the relevance of their 
job, the challenges and the importance of the skills cards for their future as 
professionals. 
 

11.30 - 12.00 COFFEE BREAK 
 
 

12.00 - 13.30  SECOND PART: Building new professions in accessibility 
 

12.00 - 12.45 PANEL: What have we learnt? What are the next steps? Building 
E2R professions 

• Simona Simon, Polytechnic University of Timisoara, Romania 
• Angela Cotoara, Fundatia Professional, Romania 
• Francesca Bleve, Scuola Superiori per Mediatori Linguistici Pisa, Italy 
• Tatjana Knapp, Zavod RISA, Slovenia 

Chairperson: Patricia Hortal Rubio, Plena Inclusión Madrid, Spain 

What is it about? 
The participants will comment about the main learnings from the building of the 
skills cards, the next steps and the challenges of the project. 
 

  



 
12.45-13.30 PANEL: Is it possible to create inclusive professions in 

accessibility? 
• Antonio Prieto, Comunidad de Madrid, Spain 
• Delfín Jiménez, Spanish Association of Accessibility Professionals, Spain 
• Gabriele Sauberer, European Certification and Qualification Association, 

Austria 
Chairperson: Rocío Bernabé, SDI Munich, Germany 

What is it about? 
The participants will discuss about accessibility as a field for professionalisation, 
the role of assessment as a profession, the accurate terminology, challenges, 
needs and opportunities. 
 

13.30 - 14.30 CATERING 
 
 

14.30 - 17.00  THIRD PART: Standards and E2R services 
 

14.30-15.15 PANEL: Easy-to-read standards and validation. Is it possible? 
• Clara Delgado, Ceapat, Spain 
• Mónica Rodríguez, Fundación ONCE, Spain 
• Rocío Bernabé, SDI Munich, Germany 

Chairperson: Óscar García Muñoz, Plena Inclusión Madrid, Spain 
 
What is it about? 
Participants will explain what is it a standard, what standards are for easy-to-
read, what standards are in Spain and Germany for easy-to-read and the role of 
validation in them. 
 

15.15 - 16.00 PANEL: E2R real experiences: initiatives and entrepreneurship 
• Tatjana Knapp, Zavod RISA, Slovenia 
• Antonio Hinojosa, Plena Inclusión España 
• Polín Olguín, CEDETi, Chile 
• Anabel González, Cognitive Accessibility Office Extremadura, Spain 

Chairperson: Carlos Sánchez, Grupo Amás, España 
 
What is it about? 
Participants will share real experiences of E2R validators and facilitators in E2R 
services or entrepreneurial initiatives. 
 

16.00 - 16.30 TALK: Building curricula for future E2R facilitators and validators 
Francesca Bleve, Scuola Superiori per Mediatori Linguistici Pisa, Italy 
 
What is it about? 
Francesca will explain what the TRAIN2VALIDATE partners will arrange to 
create curricula to study and become validators and facilitators. 
 

16.30 - 16.45 
 

PRESENTATION: T2V publications: a research about E2R facilitators 
and validators 
Simona Simon, Polytechnic University of Timisoara, Romania 
 
What is it about? 
Simona will present a book that the TRAIN2VALIDATE partners have written 
about a survey among validators and facilitators. 
 

17.00 Closing of the conference  



 

Register now 
You can register to attend the event in this link: https://forms.gle/kRjffEQbRXyPRZj29  

 

Information of interest 
Some speakers will speak in Spanish, some will speak in English. 

We will provide you with a device to listen the translation that you need. 

REMEMBER: we will ask you for your identification document to obtain one. 

You will have to give the device back at the end of the event  

and we will give you your identification document back. 

 

Please note that you will be offered a catering service.   

Indicate on the registration form in case you have any food allergies. 

 

Covid restrictions for the event 
We have to keep some restrictions because of the Covid pandemic. 

When you are in the event, please follow these instructions: 

• The event begins at 9.30. Please try to be earlier  

to avoid queues. 

• Go directly to a seat in the conference hall. 

• Keep the mask always in the conference hall  

and in the other indoor facilities of the venue. 

• People will seat with a separation of a seat between them. 

• Keep the distance of 1.5 meters with other people. 

• Use the hydroalcoholic gel to wash your hands. 
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